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Introduction:

Properties of gEs / BCGs / BCMs /
cDs; Role as Cosmological Test

Particles





Giant Ellipticals

• Highest ranked, large giant/supergiant
ellipticals located exclusively in regions of
high galaxy density

• “Cluster Giant Ellipticals (gE)”
• “X-ray Centroid Coincident Cluster Giant

Ellipticals”
• “Brightest Cluster Galaxy/Member”

(BCG/BCM) candidates; cD-galaxies…



Schombert (1987) ApJS 64,643
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Properties of Giant Ellipticals:

• Occupy prefential regions in fundamental
plane

• 1st ranks c.f. lower ranks
• Small dispersion in absolute aperture

magnitudes: re , σ, <µ>e→21% (Oegerle &
Hoessel 1991); M-ά→17% (Hoessel 1980;
Lauer & Postman 1994; Collins & Mann
1997)

c.f. SN ~ 16%



Sandage (1972) ApJ

Traditional use in standard
Cosmological tests…

…renaissance as probes of
velocity fields…



Lynden-Bell et al 1988 ApJ 326,19



Great Attractor…

…A Fairy Tale, complicated & obscure..?

?
Controversial: scale

Independent Sample?

Tested & re-tested Technique?



PASA 21,396



Reference Frames & “Streaming
Motions” / “(Bulk) Cosmic

Flows”…



WMAP



WMAP



WMAP





The CoBE DMR result dominated by CMB dipole +/- 0.001 K. A reference frame. 



Coma Cluster (APOD 2006-03-21)



Hydra-Centaurus &
Shapley
Superclusters…



• Compare redshift independent distance
with redshift → velocity residual, δV

• δV = (Vcosmic + Vgalaxy + Vpeculiar +…)

• δV→ δM
Random Random Allow a Coherent component!



Hydra-Centaurus &
Shapley
Superclusters…





Tested & re-tested

Independent Sample?

Technique?

Controversial: scale, H;

acceln, Λ



Zaroubi (2002) Recontres de Blois





Relative Distance Indicator

• Structure Parameter (Hoessel 1980 ApJ 241,
493):

   α ~ (∂ ln L / ∂ ln r) |r(lim)

• No assumptions about underlying light
distribution (c.f. Sersic, de Vaucouleurs)

• Avoid known departures from models (esp.
BCGs/cDs: extended amorphous haloes)



High α ~ ICL/cD



σ ~ 0.34 mag.



σ ~ 0.25 mag.





Photometry; X-ray selection &
coincidence



c.f. Saglia et al. 1997 MNRAS 292, 499 (EFAR)













• LP claim systematics ≤ 0.01 mag.
• Comparison with EFAR ≠
• Distinction between M1, M2

• Multiple contamination?
• Coherent on the sky?
• Error in sky background subtraction?
• <30% of overlap / comparison

Photometric Errors











Advantages of X-ray Selection

• Gas density more peaked than galaxy
distribution, thus reducing superposition effects

• Low/No x-ray Measure physical depth of bona-
fide gravitational potential

• background: High contrast
• Uniform, all-sky survey eliminates systematics



Lynam et al. Survey

• ROSAT all-sky survey (REFLEX I (452) +
NORAS), RASS II/III

• X-ray flux limit, FX ≈ 3 x 10-12 erg s-1 cm-2

• Number of clusters, N = 145
• Redshift limit, z ~ 0.1
• Photometry, ΔR ≤ 0.03 mag.
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Conclusions: 1

• Huge (~150 Mpc) pieces of material do not
appear to be speeding around the
Universe in excess of 600 km s-1

• Perhaps the reliability of giant ellipticals as
standard candles has been overstated







Distinguish between the 2 modes of a bimodal distribution



Hudson & Ebeling (1997) ApJ 479,621



cD Halos/ICL?



Schombert (1988) ApJ 328,475
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Schombert (1987) ApJS 64,643



ApJ 631,41



Conclusions: 2

• Evidence suggesting the underlying distribution
of cluster giant ellipticals is bimodal (M, ά, LX)

• The properties of the modes are moderated by
the location of the galaxy within the cluster, the
depth of the gravitational potential & may reflect
evolution

• Since they appear to respond to global cluster
properties, evolution in the giant elliptical may
reflect evolution of the cluster as a whole



4: gEs s
pecial(?)

1: Reference

Frames/Flows 2: Frighten you…

3: Reassure you





Petrosian Radius

• Petrosian Radius (Petrosian 1976 ApJ
209, L1):

   η(r) = µ(r) - ‹µ(r)›

• No assumptions about underlying light
distribution (c.f. Sersic, de Vaucouleurs)

• Relatively insensitive to zero-point &
extinction correction errors



Brough et al (2005) MNRAS 364, 1354
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On Large Scales, Universe is
Homogeneous & Isotropic

…What is the Convergence Scale?



Zaroubi (2002) Recontres de Blois





TBD!



Questions





Bhavsar (1989) ApJ 338,718



Byun et al. (1996) AJ 111,1889

CuspFlat



Brough et al. (2002) MNRAS 329,53

Mass Evolution
No Evolution



Conclusions/Summary: 1
• X-ray selection avoids biases present in optically compiled samples, which

can propagate to generate spurious cosmological results (e.g. large bulk
flows, strong merger evolution).

• Giant cluster ellipticals exhibit a number of properties that indicate them to
be physically distinct from other galaxies

• X-ray selection provides a major advantage over previous optical studies:
~30% of clusters found in optical samples yield alternative BCG candidates
under our objective criteria

• This selection technique yields a population of BCG candidates which, on
average, have higher (>0.5) values of structure parameter, ά when
compared to optically selected data sets.

• Huge (~150 Mpc) pieces of material do not appear to be speeding around
the Universe at 600 km s

• The Lauer & Postman (1994) signal arises due to biases introduced by low-
ά optical contaminant galaxies

• Consistent with all literature addressing the Lauer & Postman signal
• Perhaps the reliability of giant ellipticals as standard candles has been

overstated



Conclusions/Summary: 2
• Evidence suggesting the underlying distribution of cluster

giant ellipticals is bimodal (M, ά, LX)
• The properties of the modes are moderated by the

location of the galaxy within the cluster, the depth of the
gravitational potential & may reflect evolution

• Giant ellipticals in low- LX (therefore low mass) clusters
appear to evolve through a process of mergers, while
those in more luminous clusters seem to be evolving
passively

• Since they appear to respond to global cluster
properties, evolution in the giant elliptical may reflect
evolution of the cluster as a whole



Further investigations
• Search for comparative (z ~ 0.15; z ~ 0.30; z ~

0.45) evolutionary signals in Colour-Magnitude
diagrams (CMD) of a well-defined sample of X-
ray selected clusters

• Investigation of relationship between giant
elliptical nuclear properties (multiplicity, cuspy
versus flat core profiles) and location in cluster
potential

• The dependence of diffuse cD halos on location
of the giant elliptical



















Brough et al (2005) MNRAS 364, 1354



Evolution?



Questions

• Deep Imaging & detection of GCs in the
environs of gEs at z ≤ 0.1?

• IR studies?



Zaroubi (2002) Recontres de Blois



M51 HST (APOD)



Properties of Giant Ellipticals: 1

• Most luminous objects emitting
photospheric  light

• MV~-23.5 within ~10 kpc (c.f. M* ~-20).
• Depart from the tip of the Schecter LF.

(Tremaine & Richstone 1997; Bernstein &
Bhavsar 1980)

• ~50% exhibit diffuse envelopes extending
upto ~1 Mpc (Hoessel & Schneeider 1985)



Properties of Giant Ellipticals: 2

• Flatter profiles than de Vaucouleurs; larger
re than “normal” ellipticals (Schombert
1986); Overluminous for their velocity
dispersions (Malumuth & Kirschener
1981,1985)

• Occupy distinct region on FP (Hoessel
1987, Schombert Oegerle & Hoessel
1991)





Properties of Giant Ellipticals: 3

• Axial alignments with host cluster & LSS
(Bingelli 1982, West 1994; Kim et al. 2002)

• Increased incidence (25-50%) of nuclear
multiplicity (Geller & Beers 1988; Ryden et al.
1989)

• Small dispersion in absolute aperture
magnitudes: re , σ, <µ>e→21% (Oegerle &
Hoessel 1991); M-ά→17% (Hoessel 1980;
Lauer & Postman 1994; Collins & Mann 1997)

c.f. SN ~ 16%






